ANNOUNCING THE HELM THIS EVENING

Dancing Will Not Close Until One O'clock

The Annual Military Ball takes place this evening and the attendance promises to be very large. A majority of the cadets who are going have signified their intention of appearing in uniform on the affair will be distinctly military. The dance will be continued until one o'clock. Instead of closing at twelve, according to the usual custom. This change is made in order to allow those wishing to do so to attend "The Red Mill" before going to the ball. There will be open in the gallery, non-participants.

Wyer Plays Series of Expositions for Members of the Faculty

Mr. G. W. Wyer, University librarian, plans to give a series of talks on the Chicago firm book each week this fall. This will be done that the instructors may become better acquainted with the library as a whole and with the collections of books. Mr. Wyer intends to take up by separate exhibits the different aspects of reading and the growth of the printing art, and both illustrating. Each will be illustrated by several books. These exhibits will be given in form of responses of the library room to members of the instructional staff. The first exhibit will be given at ten o'clock this evening from 7:00 to 9:00.

White at Center

"Crease" White, the football captain, was tried out at center on the basketball team last night and is expected to be taken on the Chicago trip.

The last hard practice of the football team was held to bustle up the players for the big game.,

Zeta Have Six Representatives

Philip Two, Irvin's and Marshall Each One

Eleven men have entered the fraternity of the Zeta Gabbian Literary Society, the Columbus Oratorical League, the Zeta Gabbian Literary Society clasped six of this number. They are

Morrison, Dallih, To Be Here Sunday

Will Deliver the Address at the Monthly Vesper Services in the Auditorium

N. O. L. PRELIMINARY APPOINTMENTS

PRICE WILL least in convenience. You is the splendid writing pen, just dip itave.

M. Minnie Graves, Elizabeth Lackey, Elizabeth Sumville, Convene, Lucile Ayers, Mary Negus, Myra Bradley, Gertrude Dennis. ca-

1917-18 COMMITTEE:

Pauline Ferguson, Lone Wheeler, Clara Siavata, Gertrude Shalla, Clara Campbell, Alice Mueller, Alice Waller, Maud Ferguson, Lone Wheeler, Clara Siavata, Gertrude Shalla, Clara Campbell, Alice Mueller, Alice Waller, Maud Ferguson, Lone Wheeler, Clara Siavata, Gertrude Shalla, Clara Campbell, Alice Mueller, Alice Waller, Maud Ferguson, Lone Wheeler, Clara Siavata, Gertrude Shalla, Clara Campbell, Alice Mueller, Alice Waller, Maud Ferguson, Lone Wheeler, Clara Siavata, Gertrude Shalla, Clara Campbell, Alice Mueller, Alice Waller, Maud Ferguson, Lone Wheeler, Clara Siavata, Gertrude Shalla, Clara Campbell, Alice Mueller, Alice Waller, Maud Ferguson, Lone Wheeler, Clara Siavata, Gertrude Shalla, Clara Campbell, Alice Mueller, Alice Waller, Maud Ferguson, Lone Wheeler, Clara Siavata, Gertrude Shalla, Clara Campbell, Alice Mueller, Alice Waller, Maud Ferguson, Lone Wheeler, Clara Siavata, Gertrude Shalla,}
COTE PIANO FACTORY, Fall River, Mass.
One of the largest and best equipped piano factories in the United States

IF YOU ARE UNDECIDED WHICH TO BUY
A $300 United States Gold Bond

OR A

COTE PIANO

Take a chance on the PIANO. You can't lose, no matter which you take. As an investment the GOLD BOND is not as good as the COTE PIANO. Think it over.

Edmund Cote Piano Mfg. Co.

Fall River, Mass.

Take ten funerals from SEVEN-GAMES - the Conference schools and when it is the common sentiment of practically the entire student body of the Conference schools then in all common sense it seems that there should be seven games. And if the seven-game rule is prevented by faculty members on the Conference eligibility rule committee not standing for it because they feel it is backing down from the spirit of 1905 reform then the ordinary person has a good excuse for criticism.

And the above is the case. An argument for "seven games" is not necessary here. We won't admit that it is ever necessary anywhere. The common sentiment of the entire college athletic world is for "seven games." The "seven-game" rule has not brought needed reforms. Why keep when no longer necessary?

Is it right that what conscious sentiment of the Conference schools wants should be denied because of the stubbornness of certain elements who in all probability are in no touch with college athletics at all? No doubt the "seven-game" rule will be obtained in the course of time. But it is rather unfortunate that progress of the game of football should be hindered.

"The uncertainty of the University policy about the presence of the NEEDS OF A SMARTER "SIXTH" PUPPET appears самым главным" said a prominent alum student to the University football.

A class observer of University affairs knows that fast he must be trusted. I'1t' s a little odd of Montana and Pennsylvania joining from the tall stack of the power plant, where there is no provision of a manufacturing plant. Such a state of affairs should not be. The Conference should present a clear appearance externally as well as internally. No such arrangement of the power plant would successfully put an end to much of the smoke which is continually drifting over the campus.

Cite this source:
The Daily Iowan, Volume 7, Number 72, October 20, 1907, Page 1.
SALE OF MEN'S and BOYS' OVERCOATS and SUITS

You can quite understand that after the very busy season (in fact the greatest in our history) that our lines of Suits and Overcoats need "cleaning up"—odd sizes and broken lots have to be disposed of in order to right our stock. It is the time when profit is no longer a consideration with us and every effort will be put forth to the proper adjustment of stocks.

One-Quarter Off the Original Price

This is our great offering—nothing new with us—we do it every year. It is the time when the man who always gets the most for his money invests in clothes. This TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT DISCOUNT includes all Boys' and Children's Suits and Overcoats as well as Men's. Also a beautiful assortment of men-tailored Top Coats for Girls from eight to fifteen years old, sold originally for eight to fifteen dollars.

Winter Underwear, Heavy Shirts Caps, etc. → → → → Reduced to a Price that Will Pay You to Investigate

P. S. Spring Derby, 1908, Now on Sale

COAST & SONS

The Rush for Junior Pictures is Now On!

Townsend's Studio
Is Prepared to Make Good Photographs

The Iowa Bowling Alleys

Try...

The Olympian Restaurant
Clean, Good Service
Not How Cheap, but How Good

1908, Now on Sale

DO YOU EAT?

Oyster Stew 15c
Coffee and Pie 5c
Coffee and Fried Cakes 5c
Coffee and Cookies 5c
Coffee and Rolls 5c
Coffee and Cream Puffs 5c
Coffee and Layer Cake 5c
Hot Waffles and Maple Syrup 10c

OPEN TO 10:00 A.M.

Just the place to satisfy that longing for something good

Boston Bakery and Lunch

16 So., Des Moines St.

Irving and Zet Programs
The following literary pro-grams will be given at Close Hall this evening. Students of the University, and the public are cordially invited to attend by the society.

MUSIC.
Declamation—Henderson. 
Debate—Resolved. That there should be an inheritance income tax. Constitutionalism granted.
Affirmative—Warick, Blanch, Negative—Clarkemore, Ziemer.

MEN.
Man—Ben Butler.
Music.

WOMEN.
Statement Music.
Declaration—Heng.
Debate—Resolved. That a limited disarmament of the leading powers would promote the civilization of the world.
Affirmative—Latham, Riley, Negative—Russell, Block, Grant, Kyle, Music.

Sent in your subscription now.
$5 go pays for the Daily Iowa until the end of the school year.

Features in this Week's Iowa Record: The English Alumnus. The University is Prepared to Accept Undergraduates for the Fall Term. The University of All Iowa is Free. Our Supplies for Winter Underwear, Heavy Shirts, Caps, etc.
...Special
--low prices--on watches
--before invoking next week we are offering some very much
--reduced prices--on watches
--that should be very attractive to the average watch wearer.

If you have no watch, buy me at once if you have no fine watch, buy one for rough use.
--we would especially bid you notice some of the New, Tiny, Extra Light models, cared in

Gold Silver Gun Metal Nickel
with Silver and Gold Bands and Fancy Hands. These watch while light in weight and very attractive in appearance is especially valuable as gait reliable time-keepers.

We sell them the year 'round for $3, $5, $7 to $15.00 and new ro
$2.50, $3, $5.50, $4, $4.50.

S. M. Toms
163 East Washington St.

S. U. I.
BLENDED OF COFFEE
40c Per Pound
Put up in our twound of

9X0VA CITY RINK
ATTRACTIONS
Every Thursday Evening
Some Willner Attractions will be given.

Thursday Eve., Jan. 20
Half mile race for male students 15 years old.

Sunday Eve., Jan. 30
Marque Shooting. All 100 Cents each will be fairly given as prizes. All adjustable pedestals and features.

...Our Regular Features...

--To our pupils--

We Challenge Anybody
to find a better assortment of GROCKERS that can be found here. We don't buy an article because it has a pretty label and we don't ask you to.

Grocers we handle have to have quality marks of the best kind so we can confidently recommend them to you, knowing you cannot fail to be pleased.

GRANDRAH, PARROTT & SIMPSON
132 North Dubuque St.

COMMUNICATIONS

Coach Mark Catlin

Athletics is a means of broadening men as well as knowledge from books or contact with one's fellows. The spirit and determination taught on the athletic field is quality that tends to better the betterment of the individual. A competent man, therefore, is as necessary in this field as in any other. In Mark Catlin the University has a man of sterling worth and character. He has won and merited the respect and admiration of the men above that have worked under him. As the coach of our winning football team, he has done more than any one man to revive the Iowa spirit. As head of the Department of Athletics he wields a powerful influence in the right direction.

THE STROGGS

SEVEN BIG STORES

THRODS OF ENTUSIAHSM BUYERS SWARM TO THE
...GREATEST...
10-Day Clearing Sale
IN IOWA CITY'S HISTORY

Today and tomorrow will be the climax to one of the busiest weeks in our career. It is openly admitted on all sides that no such fine clothing for men and boy has ever been sold at such low prices--and mind you--it is the Largest and Most Gigantic Stock we have Ever Sacrificed at this Time of Year, Right in the Heart of the Season! Keep this in mind as you note the following sensational items:

Men's fine Suits and Overcoats, sold as high as $125.00, choice.
$7

Men's hand-tailored Suits and Overcoats, worth up to $18, every one a specimen of fine workmanship; your absolute satisfaction guaranteed.
$11

Furnishings and Hat Specials

All 50c, 75c and $1.00 Nightwear at
$1.30

All 25c and the "Neat" at
19c

15c Boys Suits at
6c

25c Boston Garments at
10c

1.35 and 1.50 Shirts at
95c

55c Dress Shirts at
55c

50c and some 75c Shirts at
37c

50c and 75c Hose at
19c

75c Dress Shirts at
9c

$1.50 extra Heavy Training Sweaters 4.4S

$5.00 fine Sweater Vests at
$3.00

Other grades reduced to
$1.36 and $2.90.

Everything Sold Under a Willner Guarantee--Your Money's Worth or Your Money Back

MABEL BARRISON IN "THE FLOWER OF THE RAIN." "TOMORROW."